The hypocretin/orexin system in sleep disorders: preclinical insights and clinical progress
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Abstract: Much of the understanding of the hypocretin/orexin (HCRT/OX) system in sleep–wake regulation came from narcolepsy–cataplexy research. The neuropeptides hypocretin-1 and -2/orexin-A and -B (HCRT-1 and -2/OX-A and -B, respectively), as we know, are intimately involved in the regulation of wakefulness. The HCRT/OX system regulates sleep–wake control through complex interactions between monoaminergic/cholinergic (wake-promoting) and gamma-aminobutyric acid-ergic (sleep-promoting) neuronal systems. Deficiency of HCRT/OX results in loss of sleep–wake control or stability with consequent unstable transitions between wakefulness to nonrapid eye movement and rapid eye movement sleep. This manifests clinically as abnormal daytime sleepiness with sleep attacks and cataplexy. Research on the development of HCRT/OX agonists and antagonists for the treatment of sleep disorders has dramatically increased with the US Food and Drug Administration approval of the first-in-class dual HCRT/OX receptor antagonist for the treatment of insomnia. This review focuses on the origin, mechanisms of HCRT/OX receptors, clinical progress, and applications for the treatment of sleep disorders.
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Introduction

Since de Lecea et al1 and Sakurai2 discovered hypocretin/orexin (HCRT/OX) in 1998, a body of literature investigating the distribution, molecular mechanism of action, physiologic role, disease activity, and potential for drug development of these large neuropeptides has emerged. A small but influential cluster of HCRT/OX neurons in the hypothalamus project to cholinergic and monoaminergic nuclei, which, in turn, project to the cerebral cortex promoting wakefulness.3 Disruption of this molecular mechanism may result in pathological sleep–wake states. Insomnia is a state of hyperarousal with difficulty falling asleep and maintaining sleep. Conversely, narcoleptics have unstable transitions from wakefulness to rapid eye movement (REM) sleep due to selective autoimmune destruction of HCRT/OX neurons.4 Dysfunction of the HCRT/OX system is also associated with alteration of energy homeostasis. In addition to unstable transitions between wakefulness and REM sleep, human narcoleptics have a higher incidence of metabolic syndrome with increased body mass index compared to controls.5 Studies evaluating HCRT/OX in terms of net energy balance are lacking in humans. Transgenic HCRT/OX-overexpressed mice demonstrate increased energy expenditure and reduced intake with prolonged exposure to high-fat diet.6 Interestingly, in the acute setting, HCRT/OX overexpression is associated with increased feeding behavior. There is even...
some literature to suggest that disruption of the HCRT/OX system may be therapeutic. HCRT/OX has been connected to the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease with decreased Aβ plaque deposition seen in Amyloid Precursor Protein/Presenilin 1 transgenic mice, in which HCRT/OX has been knocked out. It is unclear whether this is mediated by disruption of the HCRT/OX system or a function of a parallel process associated with increased total sleep time. HCRT/OX has also been implicated in temperature regulation, sympathetic activation, analgesia, and mediating addiction.

In light of these potential clinical targets, there has been ongoing academic and pharmaceutical interest in the development of selective HCRT/OX receptor agonists and antagonists. Given the high prevalence of insomnia, estimated to affect 10%–15% of the US adult population, industry efforts to develop an HCRT/OX receptor antagonist have been robust. In 2014, suvorexant became the first US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved HCRT/OX receptor antagonist for the treatment of insomnia. In contrast, poor blood–brain barrier penetrance, complex interactions between HCRT/OX peptides and their associated G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), and the comparably smaller commercial market have slowed progress in the development of an HCRT/OX receptor agonist. In August 2015, Nagahara et al published their work in synthesizing the first HCRT/OX, R agonist, compound 26, with good potency and selectivity.

According to American Academy of Sleep Medicine clinical guidelines, when the short-term use of a hypnotic agent is indicated for the treatment of primary insomnia, short-to intermediate-acting benzodiazepine receptor agonists (benzodiazepines and nonbenzodiazepine receptor agonists) are recommended as first-line therapy. Second-line therapy for primary insomnia includes sedating antidepressants, antiepileptics, and atypical antipsychotics, mainly as a secondary indication. While not recommended, antihistamines and other over-the-counter “sleep aids” are frequently used to treat primary insomnia. It remains to be seen whether suvorexant and other HCRT/OX receptor antagonists supplant these traditional hypnotics. Similarly, further animal studies are needed before HCRT/OX receptor agonists such as compound 26 are ready for human testing.

The past and the future

Despite their wide distribution of axonal projection and systemic effects, HCRT/OX-producing neurons are located in a small anatomical region of the posterolateral hypothalamus. This was suspected as early as 1930 by von Economo in the study of encephalitis lethargica patients after the H1N1 flu pandemic of 1918. It was not until the late 1990s that de Lecea et al identified two peptide neurotransmitters derived from a propeptide precursor located in the synaptic vesicles of hypothalamic neurons. They termed these peptides hypocretin-1 and -2 (HCRT-1 and -2). Through an independent line of investigation, the Sakurai group identified the HCRT/OX receptors, locations of their messenger RNA expression in the central nervous system, and noticed increased feeding behavior in rodents that received intracerebroventricular (ICV) injection of HCRT-1/orexin-A (OX-A), thus naming them orexins for their presumed appetite stimulating property. Despite the difference in names, HCRTs and OXs are the same peptides. This experiment was the first therapeutic trial utilizing the HCRT/OX system, setting off a cascade of further investigation.

This small population of HCRT/OX-producing neurons exerts broad neuromodulatory effects, making it an interesting, yet challenging pharmacological target. HCRT/OX neurons project to neurochemically specific areas of the cerebral cortex, thalamus, hypothalamus, and brainstem with a variety of physiologic roles, in addition to wake promotion. A drug targeting such a system, whether it is an agonist or antagonist, faces the duality of possibly providing additional clinical benefits versus unanticipated side effects. While the vast majority of current research has revolved around the development of nonselective HCRT/OX receptor antagonists targeting insomnia, through the process of discovery, a number of promising compounds with different bioactivity have emerged.

Receptor subtype location and activity

There are two types of neuropeptides, HCRT-1/OX-A and HCRT-2/orexin-B (OX-B), acting on two types of receptors, HCRT/OX, R and HCRT/OX, R. The HCRT/OX, R nonselectively binds both HCRT-1/OX-A and HCRT-2/OX-B. The HCRT/OX, R is selective for HCRT-1/OX-A. In addition to this differential binding affinity, the HCRT/OX and its associated receptors are differentially distributed in the brain. HCRT/OX, R is found densely in cholinergic neurons in the pedunculopontine and lateral dorsal tegmental nuclei, and is the only HCRT/OX receptor subtype in adrenergic neurons of the locus coeruleus. HCRT/OX, R and HCRT/OX, R are both found in serotonergic dorsal raphe neurons and dopaminergic ventral tegmental area neurons. HCRT/OX, R is the only HCRT/OX receptor subtype in the histaminergic tuberomammillary nucleus.
The preferential receptor subtype expression and ligand-binding affinity in different cholinergic and monoaminergic pathways suggests HCRT/OX₁R and HCRT/OX₂R have different physiologic roles. This has been demonstrated in both rodent and canine models. In addition to promoting feeding behavior, ICV administration of HCRT-1/OX-A in wild-type mice increases wakefulness and reduces both REM and nonrapid eye movement (NREM) sleep. In contrast, ICV HCRT-1/OX-A given to HCRT/OX₁R and HCRT/OX₂R knockout mice fails to produce the same effect. These knockout mice have reduced wakefulness and NREM sleep, with the HCRT/OX₁R knockout mice being the most affected. REM sleep suppression was slightly and similarly attenuated in both knockout mouse subtypes. This suggests both receptors are important in the maintenance of wakefulness and NREM sleep, with HCRT/OX₁R playing the dominant role. While HCRT/OX₁R and HCRT/OX₂R knockout mice both have attenuated wakefulness, HCRT/OX₁R knockout mice are less severely affected by cataplexy while HCRT/OX₂R knockout mice have an increased tendency for unstable transitions from wakefulness to REM sleep. Similarly, observations in familial canine narcolepsy with HCRT/OX₁R mutation have shown normal cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) levels of HCRT-1/OX-A and HCRT-2/OX-B with intact HCRT/OX₂R, suggesting a more prominent role of HCRT/OX₁R in the narcoleptic phenotype in dogs.

**Development of the first dual OX receptor antagonist**

Preclinical studies of suvorexant administered to rats, dogs, and Rhesus monkeys showed a temporary and dose-dependent sleep-promoting effect, spurring further clinical studies in humans. Several randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials have been conducted evaluating the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of suvorexant in the treatment of insomnia. In one study, 249 patients were randomized to one of four different doses (10, 20, 40, and 80 mg) to be taken over two 4-week periods. They were assessed via polysomnograms on days 1 and 28 for both 4-week periods. The results showed a dose-dependent improvement in total sleep time, sleep latency, and wake time after sleep onset. The most commonly reported adverse effect was somnolence, with only one person reporting next day somnolence on the 80 mg dose. A similar crossover study was conducted in young healthy men who underwent polysomnograms for five 2-night periods in which they were given doses of 10, 50, 100 mg, or placebo on the second night. The fifth night was evaluated only for pharmacokinetic assessment. Sleep periods were separated by a 96-hour washout period. Similar to the previous study; sleep latency, total sleep time, and wake time after sleep onset improved. Next day residual sleepiness was significant only at the 100 mg dose. Another study looked at the long-term efficacy, safety, and tolerability of suvorexant. Patients were studied for a 1-year period with a 2-month discontinuation phase to assess for withdrawal effects. Patients <65 years old received a 40 mg dose and patients older than 65 years received a 30 mg dose. Subjective total sleep time and sleep latency was assessed at 1 month. The medication was well tolerated without significant withdrawal effects. At 1 month, patients taking suvorexant reported improved sleep onset and total sleep time compared to controls. Lower 20 mg (<65 years old)/15 mg (>65 years old) doses were also investigated. While the 40 mg (<65 years old)/30 mg (>65 years old) doses were modestly more effective in terms of subjective and objective sleep onset and maintenance, the lower dosing scheme was adequately effective with less daytime somnolence, although the incidence of this was low overall.

Suvorexant is a first-in-class FDA-approved dual HCRT/OX receptor antagonist. Subjective and objective measures of its hypnotic effect in humans were demonstrated in several clinical trials. Review of the Herring et al data shows a strong first night effect in a dose-dependent fashion compared to placebo in terms of total sleep time, wake after sleep onset, and sleep latency. Less effect was seen when comparing the 40 mg to the 80 mg dose. The greatest total sleep time change occurred at the 20 mg dose at the end of the 4-week period. Based on the Sun et al data, in healthy young men of age 18–45 years, next day somnolence was seen at a rate of 4.5%, 4.8%, and 20.5%, for the 10, 50, and 100 mg dosing, respectively. The most common side effects were somnolence, fatigue, and headache. Rarely, it caused abnormal dreams, hallucinations, sleep paralysis, and motor incoordination. In 1-year follow-up study of adult patients with a Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-IV Text Revision diagnosis of primary insomnia and taking suvorexant 40 mg (<65 years old) or 30 mg (>65 years old) compared to placebo, the patients taking suvorexant most commonly reported increased somnolence (13.2% vs 2.7%), fatigue (6.5% vs 1.9%), or dry mouth (5% vs 1.6%) compared to placebo. Due to the concern for possible next day somnolence as well as the desire to find the minimally effective dose, the FDA recommended a dosing range of 5–20 mg. There is some suggestion that while similarly “likeable” among recreational drug abusers at high doses when compared with zolpidem, suvorexant had reduced abuse potential.
Approval for the clinical use of suvorexant in humans is significant for several reasons:

- It gives patients an alternative to traditional sedative/hypnotic agents that tend to have more cognitive side effects and withdrawal symptoms.
- The commercial applications of HCRT/OX agonists and antagonists will stimulate further research development.
- It affords a larger population from which to collect additional data on the medication’s effects. However, cost will likely be a limiting factor in suvorexant’s widespread use as existing sleeping aids have become fairly inexpensive.

Clinical investigation of dual (type 1 and 2) and selective type 2 HCRT/OX receptor antagonists as hypnotics

The dual and selective HCRT/OX R antagonists have been targeted for clinical development primarily for their sedating properties. Suvorexant (MK-4305) may have been the first dual HCRT/OX receptor antagonist approved by the FDA for the treatment of insomnia; however, it was not the first to be clinically investigated in humans. Two selective HCRT/OX R antagonists have been tested in humans, MK-1064 and JNJ-42847922. Both agents demonstrated a dose-dependent reduction in alertness/increased sleepiness. On polysomnogram, MK-1064 increased sleep efficiency and reduced sleep latency without affecting NREM/REM balance. Other than somnolence, headache and dizziness were the most commonly reported side effects of JNJ-42847922. Interestingly, one subject who received 80 mg of JNJ-42847922 experienced a single brief episode of sleep paralysis following administration. The pharmaceutical company Actelion initially introduced almorexant (ACT-078573), a nonselective HCRT/OX receptor antagonist. In Phase I, the medication proved effective, showing a threshold dose-dependent increase in sleepiness. It was also well tolerated with doses up to 1,000 mg failing to induce narcolepsy or cataplexy type symptoms. Doses over 200 mg saw an increase in somnolence, dizziness, inattention, and fatigue. In Phase II, doses of 200–400 mg were administered. Polysomnographic data showed increased sleep efficiency and total sleep time with shorter sleep latency and wake time after sleep onset. Given the promising Phase II results, almorexant underwent Phase III clinical testing. In Phase III (RESTORA1), the trial was discontinued due to transient liver function test abnormalities.26

Similar polysomnographic data were obtained in Phase II clinical trials of another dual HCRT/OX receptor antagonist, SB-649868.27 This compound showed similar effect to benzodiazepine receptor agonists and was well tolerated. However, it was a potent cytochrome P450 3A4 inhibitor and further clinical study was discontinued. Filorexant (MK-6096) is a dual HCRT/OX receptor antagonist that has been investigated for a number of conditions including insomnia, neuropathic pain, adjunctive treatment for depression, and migraine prophylaxis. The only published human clinical data on the medication was a randomized control trial of its use in migraine prophylaxis. It failed to demonstrate efficacy in migraine prophylaxis, but not unexpectedly, patients reported increased somnolence (13%) compared to control (4%).28

Other nonhypnotic effects of selective type 1 and type 2 HCRT/OX receptor antagonists

While dual and selective HCRT/OX R antagonists have mainly been investigated for their hypnotic effect, some interesting work has been done on HCRT/OX receptor subtype-specific drugs in animal models. The first such molecule was a selective HCRT/OX R antagonist discovered by researchers from the pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline and named as SB-334867. It was found to reduce HCRT-1/OX-A-induced grooming behavior in rats without significant sedation.30 The first HCRT/OX R antagonist was JNJ-1037049. This molecule was found to have hypnotic effects and reduced reward-seeking behavior for alcohol in rats.30 ACT-335827 is a selective HCRT/OX R antagonist with anxiolytic properties in rats.31 Early animal studies on selective HCRT/OX receptor antagonists are important on several fronts:

- The HCRT/OX neural pathways exert physiologic effects beyond simply the regulation of sleep–wake.
- These physiologic effects are influenced by regional receptor subtype density.
- They offer promising clinical indications for behavioral modification via a novel mechanism that has yet to be explored.

Clinical indications for an HCRT/OX receptor agonist

HCRT/OX deficiency (narcolepsy) manifests classically with the tetrad of cataplexy, excessive daytime sleepiness, sleep paralysis, and hypnagogic/hypnopompic hallucinations.32 Automatic behaviors and sleep fragmentation are also common clinical features. Other sleep disorders such as obstructive sleep apnea, restless leg syndrome, and
REM sleep behavior disorder are more common in narcoleptics, primarily those with cataplexy (type 1), relative to the general population. They also have more medical (hypercholesterolemia, gastrointestinal disease, heart disease, upper respiratory tract disease, and hypertension) and psychiatric (anxiety and depression) comorbidities with higher utilization of health services. CSF HCRT-1/OX-A is undetectable in up to 95% of patients with type 1 narcolepsy with absence of HCRT/OX and its precursor peptide at autopsy. Selective destruction of the HCRT/OX neurons with preservation of proximate structures suggests a highly specific autoimmune pathophysiology. The multiple sleep latency test, human leukocyte antigen testing, and CSF sampling have increased diagnostic certainty; however, current guideline therapy for narcolepsy remains limited. Stimulants, the sedative/hypnotic medication sodium oxybate, activating antidepressants, and scheduled naps are the mainstay of therapy. The side effect profile and abuse potential of these medications make them less than ideal. There is an unmet need for a selective HCRT/OX receptor agonist with high receptor affinity and central nervous system penetrance. Of note, it is conceivable that patients with hypersomnia unrelated to narcolepsy may benefit from an HCRT/OX agonist as well; however, this is often secondary to an undiagnosed comorbid sleep disorder, medication, or other medical condition for which more established treatments exist. While ICV and intravenous administration of HCRT/OX have shown to reverse the clinical effects of narcolepsy in animal models, this is clinically not practical in humans.

**A selective OX₂R agonist**

Recently, Nagahara et al described the screening and synthesis of a novel compound 26 (EC₅₀=0.023 µM, Eₘₐₓ=98% in HCRT/OX₂R). It is hypothesized that compound 26 acts as a “molecular switch”, engaging GPCRs and causing a conformational change. It does this by mediating the relative position of transmembrane helices 5 and 6 in relation to the rest of the transmembrane bundle. This then activates an intracellular signaling cascade. While suvorexant inhibits the inward movement of these helices, exerting an antagonistic effect on the HCRT/OX₂R, compound 26 facilitates this movement, acting as a potent and selective agonist. Hopefully, the discovery of compound 26 will spur the development of preclinical models and derivative molecules which activate HCRT/OX GPCRs. High throughput screening assays have identified a large number of candidate compounds. Small chemical structural variations can change the binding selectivity of these compounds for HCRT/OX receptor subtypes. This has led to the identification of a number of promising molecules for clinical development.

**Discussion**

HCRT/OX neurons activate wake-promoting regions of the brain. The distribution of HCRT/OX subtypes helps to determine its physiologic function. When things go awry, this can result in disorders of arousal. Insomnia and narcolepsy are prime examples of this, but on opposite ends of the clinical spectrum. This has led to the development of a number of dual and selective HCRT/OX receptor antagonists as well as a single HCRT/OX₁R agonist. Dual and HCRT/OX₂R antagonists have shown the most clinical promise in the treatment of insomnia. The FDA recently approved suvorexant, a dual HCRT/OX receptor antagonist. HCRT/OX₂R antagonists are currently in clinical development. While the majority of research in the field has focused on the sleep–wake system, preclinical experiments in animals have shown that HCRT-1/OX-A increases appetite and energy expenditure, an HCRT/OX₁R antagonist reduces reward-seeking behavior, and an HCRT/OX₂R antagonist has anxiolytic properties. Further study is needed to elucidate the physiologic effects of the HCRT/OX system. We are now only beginning to develop therapeutic agents specifically targeting this system.
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